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Applying factor insights
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•• Factor analysis can help investors with both their manager
selection process and their portfolio-construction decisions.
•• Style factors can be used to better understand active
manager returns and to help determine whether managers
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are delivering true alpha.
•• Including factor strategies alongside index and active may
help achieve a number of objectives, from improving riskadjusted returns to increasing diversification to reducing fees.
•• The optimal mix of factors, index and active will differ
for each investor, based on risk tolerance, investment
philosophy, fee sensitivity, and desired outcomes.
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In a recent whitepaper we examined some of the ways

Combining alpha and beta in this fashion is a logical

that investors may be able to construct better-diversified

approach, as the individual risk tolerance of an investor can

portfolios by incorporating factor insights into their asset

be recognized along the continuum between active and

allocation process. In addition to using factors to help set

index. But we believe that investors can potentially enhance

their overall asset allocations, investors can also harness the

equity portfolios by adding style factor strategies alongside

power of factors to refine and reshape their exposure within

index and more conventional active choices. In such a

individual asset classes. Our focus here will be on equities, but

portfolio, each investment approach fills a unique role.

factor insights can be applied to other asset classes as well.

• Index strategies seek to provide low-cost, diversified

Factor analysis can help equity investors with both their

market exposure and can serve as the anchor for

manager selection process and their portfolio composition

strategic benchmarks in target risk allocations.

decisions. Style factors can be used to better understand
active manager returns and to help determine whether
managers are delivering true alpha. Looking at the total
equity portfolio through a factor lens can help investors
decide what blend of index, factor and active strategies is
appropriate for their investment objectives and risk targets.
We’ll use a hypothetical case study to demonstrate both
of these uses, but before we do, we’ll start with a brief
overview of the current landscape and the rationale for
utilizing the full spectrum of equity strategies.
Investors have historically used a combination of active
and index strategies to construct diversified equity
portfolios. In recent years we’ve seen many adopt a barbell
approach, with low-fee index funds making up the bulk of
the equity allocation and high-conviction active strategies
rounding out the portfolio.

• Style factor strategies seek to provide incremental
returns by exploiting top-down insights to target
historically broad, persistent, well-documented sources
of return such as value, momentum and quality that exist
within asset classes.
• Alpha-seeking strategies seek to provide differentiated
alpha after accounting for factor exposures, by exploiting
bottom-up insights to target unique, transitory sources
of return.
By using factor insights to examine their lineup of active
managers and to inform their portfolio composition,
investors may also be able to construct equity portfolios
that are better suited to target a variety of outcomes, from
higher risk-adjusted returns to improved diversification to
lower fees. See the Adjusting the mix chart.

Adjusting the mix
Different combinations of active, index and factor strategies can target different objectives
Illustrative Portfolio Mixes
Highly fee sensitive

Factor believer

Consider tilting toward
more factors for investors
seeking lower costs

Factors

All index

Index + factors

Traditional
barbell

Seeking diversified
sources of return

Index + alpha

Index + factors + alpha

Index strategies
can provide a
well-diversified,
low-cost anchor
for portfolios
Index

Alpha

Consider tilting toward more
alpha-seeking for investors
seeking higher information ratios
or more opportunistic portfolios

Source: Blackrock, June 2018. For illustrative purposes only.
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Enhancing manager selection
Our case study1 considers a hypothetical institution that

active return, with active risk levels ranging from approximately

is looking to assess its roster of active managers and, if

four to six percent. On the surface, this may appear to be an

possible, to improve risk-adjusted returns and increase

acceptable result — all of the managers are delivering what

diversification. The institution’s active equity portfolio

they are paid to deliver: above-benchmark returns.

is currently spread across six managers. In reality, many
investors have exposure to a far greater number of active
managers, but a similar analysis can be conducted with any
size portfolio. New analytical tools can make the process
more straightforward and transparent than in the past.

But a closer look, one that also considers correlations
and factor exposures, reveals a more nuanced picture,
one that offers an opportunity for improvement. The right
combination? table looks at the correlation of active returns
across the six managers. We can see that certain managers

To begin our analysis, we look at the active risk and return that

have displayed high correlations with one another, raising

each manager is providing. As seen in the Getting what you

the question of whether each manager is delivering a

paid for? chart, each of the managers is providing positive

diversifying source of return to the overall portfolio.

Getting what you paid for?

The right combination?

Five year annualized active risk and return of
each manager

Five-year active return correlation among managers
Mgr 1

6%
5

Mgr 2

2

Mgr 4

Mgr 5

Mgr 1

1.00

Mgr 2

-0.47

1.00

Mgr 3

-0.41

0.43

1.00

Mgr 4

-0.27

0.47

0.26

1.00

Mgr 5

-0.45

0.46

0.78

0.30

1.00

Mgr 6

-0.16

0.41

0.33

0.38

0.43

4
3

Mgr 3

Mgr 6

While overall returns are good,
high active return correlation
can be cause for concern.

1
0
Active return
Manager 1
Manager 4

Manager 2
Manager 5

Active risk
Manager 3
Manager 6

1.00

Sources: eVestment Alliance, MSCI, March 2018. Information shown is calculated using net of fees composite monthly return
data (April 2013 to March 2018) for equity managers identified as being benchmarked to the MSCI World Index. Reflects
trailing five year annualized active manager correlations, excess returns and annualized active risk. Past performance is not a
guarantee of future results. Please see “Case Study Methodology” on Page 8 for additional information. Portfolio and analysis
provided for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate a potential approach to using factors to enhance manager structure.
It is not representative of any actual client’s portfolio and is not a recommendation of an investment strategy or allocation.

1 For a full description of the case study methodology, see the explanation on Page 8.
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To help answer that question, we need to look deeper and

simply winding up with an ad-hoc collection of active

understand what is driving the returns of each manager.

managers. In practice, we would use a more comprehensive

Specifically, we need to look at the factor exposures of

approach that emphasizes the analysis of security-level

each of the managers and determine whether they are

holdings alongside multi-factor regressions. In a real world

delivering significant alpha that cannot be explained by

manager-structure exercise we would also incorporate

those exposures. We can accomplish this by running a

other considerations including fees, outperformance

simple regression analysis of each manager’s returns to

targets and capacity. We also recognize that results can

decompose their alpha generation and their exposure to

vary when using realized performance and risk numbers

four prominent style factors: low size, value, momentum

(as in this case) versus forward-looking estimates of return

and quality. The results are summarized in the Gaining

and risk, and with the type and number of managers.

transparency table. Four of the six managers exhibit

Ultimately, for the purpose of this simplified case we have

meaningful tilts to one or more factors, while only one

elected to focus mainly on the analytical framework, with

manager has delivered significant alpha that cannot be

our primary suggestion being that investors use factors to

explained by their factor exposures.

help enhance manager selection.

We believe that applying this type of portfolio-construction
lens is critical to achieving desired outcomes, rather than

Gaining transparency
Manager factor exposures and monthly alpha net of factor exposures
R2

Monthly alpha net
of style factors

Low size

Value

Momentum

Quality

Mgr 1

47%

0.27%

-0.30

0.23

-0.29

-0.63

Mgr 2

40%

0.24%

0.54

0.04

0.21

1.13

Mgr 3

33%

0.00%

0.22

-0.52

-0.07

0.54

Mgr 4

39%

-0.17%

-0.18

0.36

0.19

0.82

Mgr 5

33%

0.03%

-0.09

-0.64

-0.10

0.58

Mgr 6

16%

0.06%

0.04

-0.28

-0.04

0.35

Sources: eVestment Alliance, MSCI, March 2018. Information shown is calculated using net of fees composite monthly
return data (April 2013 to March 2018) for equity managers identified as being benchmarked to the MSCI World Index
in eVestment. Reflects trailing five year annualized excess returns. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Please see “Case Study Methodology” on Page 8 for additional information. Manager excess returns were regressed
versus four single factor MSCI indices as follows: MSCI World Equal Weighted Index (Low Size), MSCI World Enhanced
Value Index (Value), MSCI World Momentum Index (Momentum) and MSCI World Sector-neutral Quality (Quality).
R-squared is the coefficient of determination, a measure of how close data is to the fitted regression. Values for the four
factors reflect factor loading (coefficient). Dark gray represents statistical significance at the 95% confidence level. Light
gray is 90%. This analysis contains backtested index data from MSCI. Please see Index Disclosures on Page 8 for index
inception dates. Portfolio and analysis provided for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate a potential approach
to using factors to enhance manager structure. It is not representative of any actual client’s portfolio and is not a
recommendation of an investment strategy or allocation.
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Revamping the portfolio
So what changes might we make to our hypothetical

Replacing the non-diversifying exposures of our deposed

portfolio, based on the preceding results? We may want

managers with a DMF strategy also reduces intra-manager

to replace Managers Three and Five, as they have not

correlations in our new hypothetical portfolio. See the

added alpha, they have negative factor loadings, and they

Complementary returns chart.

have exhibited high correlations with the other managers.
On the other hand, Manager One has delivered alpha
net of style factors, but has negative factor loadings;
Managers Two and Four have provided multifactor
exposure; and Manager Six has delivered low correlations
with the other managers.

To examine the net effect of the changes we have made to
our hypothetical portfolio, we can look at the efficient frontier
of our original portfolio alongside that of our modified
portfolio. By replacing the managers that had negative
factor loadings — and didn’t add alpha — with a diversified
multi-factor strategy with a high information ratio, we have

Remembering our hypothetical investor’s goals

pushed up the efficient frontier. See the A new frontier chart.

of improving risk-adjusted returns and increasing

We have also improved portfolio diversification, thanks to

diversification, the investor could replace Managers Three

the lower correlations among managers, thus fulfilling both

and Five with an allocation to a diversified multi-factor

of our hypothetical investor’s goals. As an added bonus,

strategy, in order to potentially help offset the negative

we have also potentially reduced fees by replacing active

loadings of Manager One. In this case, we have proxied

managers with a rules-based strategy.

this approach using the publicly available MSCI World
Diversified Multiple-Factor Index (DMF) as it is designed
to offer diversified exposure to each of our four factors in
a transparent way.

It is worth noting that we could have also run this exercise
using single factor exposures (an approach detailed in a
prior paper2) or with single factors held alongside a multifactor portfolio. Both approaches should fit within the
framework detailed in this paper.

Complementary returns

A new frontier

Active return correlation among remaining managers
and diversified multifactor strategy

Efficient frontier of original and modified
hypothetical portfolios

Mgr 1

Mgr 2

Mgr 4

Mgr 6

1.00

Mgr 2

-0.47

1.00

Mgr 4

-0.27

0.47

1.00

Mgr 6

-0.16

0.41

0.38

1.00

MultiFactor

-0.21

0.06

0.21

-0.02

Addition of mid-risk, higher IR strategy
pushes up the efficient frontier

Active return

Mgr 1

MultiFactor

1.00

Revised
efficient frontier
Original
efficient frontier

Active risk (%)

Sources: eVestment Alliance, MSCI, March 2018. Information shown is calculated using net of fees composite monthly
return data (April 2013 to March 2018) for equity managers identified as being benchmarked to the MSCI World Index in
eVestment. Multi-Factor strategy is proxied by the MSCI World Diversified-Multiple Factor Index Net USD. Reflects active
manager correlations, trailing five year annualized excess returns and annualized active risk. Past performance is not a
guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and it is not possible to invest directly in an index. Please see “Case
Study Methodology” on Page 8 for additional information. Efficient frontier modeled using Markov Processes International
with above source data. Portfolio and analysis provided for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate a potential
approach to using factors to enhance manager structure. It is not representative of any actual client’s portfolio and is not
a recommendation of an investment strategy or allocation.
2 Solving the Puzzle: Implementing Factor Strategies in Institutional Portfolios. Ang, Stafford and Underwood, 2017.
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Optimizing portfolio composition
Based on the revised opportunity set, what would be the

play an increasingly prominent role. See the Active choice

optimal mix among our active managers, the diversified

chart and table. In practice, the right mix for each investor

multifactor index strategy, and a cap-weighted index

will differ based on a number of variables besides risk

strategy? If we target an active risk level of one percent, the

tolerance, including investment philosophy, fee sensitivity,

portfolio would be split relatively evenly across factor, index

and desired outcomes.

and active strategies. Because the optimization process

Whatever their goals and beliefs, now is an opportune time

looks for high information-ratio strategies, it has retained
Managers One and Two while replacing Managers Four and
Six with the diversified multifactor strategy.

for all institutions to examine both their total equity portfolio
and their roster of active managers with a factor lens. With
equities unlikely to repeat their strong recent performance

At higher active risk targets, investors would increasingly

in the near future, there is an increasing imperative for

move away from the index strategy and toward greater

investors to maximize the efficiency of their allocations.

allocations to the active and multifactor strategies.

Utilizing a factor framework for portfolio construction and

Conversely, at lower risk targets, index strategies would

manager selection presents an opportunity for investors to
realign their portfolios for the road ahead.

Active choice
Hypothetical portfolio composition at different levels of active risk
100%
Lower active risk levels are
dominated by index and
multifactor.

Allocation (%)

80

At typical levels of total active risk the portfolio is
a mix of index, alpha-seeking and factor strategies.
Multifactor delivers index-like exposure in this case;
optimization favours the higher IR multi-factor
strategy over higher risk managers.

60
40

Higher risk managers are
necessary to achieve higher
target active risk.

20
0

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Active risk (%)
Allocations at varying
levels of active risk

0% Active Risk

0.5% Active Risk

1% Active Risk

1.5% Active Risk

2% Active Risk

Mgr 1

—

8%

16%

24%

21%

Mgr 2

—

8%

17%

25%

41%

Mgr 4

—

—

—

—

—

Mgr 6

—

—

—

—

—

Multifactor

—

15%

29%

45%

38%

Index

100%

69%

38%

6%

—

Sources: eVestment Alliance, MSCI, March 2018. Information shown is calculated using net of fees composite monthly
return data (April 2013 to March 2018) for equity managers identified as being benchmarked to the MSCI World Index
in eVestment. Multi-Factor strategy is proxied by the MSCI World Diversified-Multiple Factor Index Net USD. Index
is represented by MSCI World Index. Please see “Case Study Methodology” on Page 8 for additional information.
Portfolio and analysis provided for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate a potential approach to using factors to
enhance manager structure. It is not representative of any actual client’s portfolio and is not a recommendation of an
investment strategy or allocation.
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Case Study Methodology
Portfolio and analysis provided for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate a potential approach to
using factors to enhance manager structure. It is not representative of any actual client’s portfolio and
is not a recommendation of an investment strategy or allocation.
For the case study the following steps were undertaken. All data is as of 3/31/2018.
• T
 he top 25 active equity strategies by AUM that self-benchmarked to the MSCI World Index in
eVestment were used as the starting point for manager selection.
• O
 f the 25 managers, only those that self-reported net of fees strategy returns were used in the analysis.
• M
 anagers that used factor-based or lower tracking error (3% or less) investment approaches were
excluded, as were managers that pursued niche investment strategies (ex. ESG, REIT). Managers
with negative trailing five year returns were also excluded.
• T
 railing five year annualized active risk, annualized active return, and managers correlations were
calculated using net of fee returns as reported in eVestment.
• M
 SCI World and MSCI Diversified Multiple-Factor (DMF) Indices were used to proxy “Index”
and “Multi-Factor” strategies, respectively. These are unmanaged indices that do not reflect any
management fees, transaction costs or expenses.
— Note: For investors wishing to utilize this framework, we recommend it be done while taking into
account the effective fees that an active or indexed portfolio manager may charge for the share
class or vehicle available to the specific investor.
• R
 egression analysis was performed on excess manager and DMF returns over the MSCI World
Index vs. four single factor indices: MSCI World Equal Weighted Index, MSCI World Enhanced Value
Index, MSCI World Momentum Index and MSCI World Sector-neutral Quality. Included in the returns
were the R-squared (coefficient of determination), monthly alpha after style factor loadings, and the
factor loadings for each strategy. Results that exhibited a confidence level of 95% and 90% were
highlighted in gray.
• B
 ased on correlation and regression results, a decision was made as to whether to retain or eliminate
each manager. Managers that generated alpha were retained. Managers with no alpha but with
statistically significant negative factor loadings and high excess return correlation were removed. As
some managers exhibited multi-factor tendencies, the DMF Index was added to the potential mix of
investment choices as a potential replacement as it purposely targets diversified factor exposures.
• U
 sing Markov Processes International, an efficient frontier was created for both the initial screened
set off managers plus the MSCI World Index, as well as the revised manager set (including DMF). The
two efficient frontiers were them compared to see how the curve changes.
• F
 or the resulting efficient frontier, we plotted the resulting portfolio allocation at varying levels of
active risk.

Index disclosures (as of March 31, 2018)
• This analysis contains back-tested index data.
• Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent any actual fund performance.
• Index performance returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses.
• Indexes are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index.
• Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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• D
 ata for time periods prior to the index inception date is hypothetical and is provided for
informational purposes only to indicate historical performance had the index been available over the
relevant time period.
• H
 ypothetical data results are based on criteria applied retroactively with the benefit of hindsight and
knowledge of factors that may have positively affected its performance, and cannot account for risk
factors that may affect the actual fund performance.
• A
 ctual performance of the fund may vary significantly from hypothetical index performance due to
transaction costs, liquidity or other market factors.
Index
Inception Date

Dates of
Back-Tested Returns

1-Year

MSCI World Minimum Volatility
(USD) Index

4/14/2008

5/31/1988 – 4/14/2008

9.75%

MSCI World Index

5/31/1986

12/31/1969 – 5/31/1986

13.59%

MSCI World Diversified Multi-Factor Index

3/19/15

11/30/98 – 3/19/15

20.06%

MSCI World Sector Neutral Quality Index

8/11/14

11/30/98-8/11/14

14.84%

MSCI World Enhanced Value Index

8/11/14

11/28/97-8/11/14

15.61%

MSCI World Equal Weighted Index

4/6/2011

6/1/94-4/6/11

14.58%

12/11/2013

6/1/94-12/11/13

25.44%

Index Name

MSCI World Momentum Index

Index returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indexes are
unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Data for time periods prior to the index
inception date is hypothetical and is provided for informational purposes only to indicate historical
performance had the index been available over the relevant time period. Hypothetical data results are
based on criteria applied retroactively with the benefit of hindsight and knowledge of factors that may
have positively affected its performance, and cannot account for risk factors that may affect the actual
fund performance. The actual performance of the fund may vary significantly from the hypothetical
index performance due to transaction costs, liquidity or other market factors. Index methodology is
available at www.msci.com.

Important information
This material is provided for educational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as a
forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or
sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed are as of May 2018
and are subject to change. References to specific securities, asset classes and financial markets
are for illustrative purposes only and are no intended to be and should not be interpreted as
recommendations. Indices do not include fees or operating expense and you are not able to invest
directly in an index.
This material may contain “forward-looking” information that is not purely historical in nature.
Such information may include, among other things, projections, forecasts, estimates of yields or
returns, and proposed or expected portfolio composition. Moreover, any historical performance
information of other investment vehicles or composite accounts managed by BlackRock, Inc. and/
or its subsidiaries (together, “BlackRock”) included in this material is presented by way of example
only. No representation is made that any performance presented will be achieved by any BlackRock
Funds, or that every assumption made in achieving, calculating or presenting either the forward-
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looking information or the historical performance information herein has been considered or stated
in preparing this material. Any changes to assumptions that may have been made in preparing this
material could have a material impact on the investment returns that are presented herein by way of
example. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
The information and opinions contained in this material are derived from proprietary and
nonproprietary sources deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive and are
not guaranteed as to accuracy.
This material is not intended to be a recommendation or advice by BlackRock. If this material were
construed to be a recommendation by BlackRock, BlackRock would seek to rely on Department of Labor
Regulation Section 2510.3-21(c)(1). As such, by providing this material to you, a plan fiduciary that is
independent of BlackRock, BlackRock does not undertake to provide impartial investment advice or give
advice in a fiduciary capacity. Further, BlackRock receives revenue in the form of advisory fees for our
mutual funds and exchange traded funds and management fees for our collective investment trusts.
In the US, this material is intended for Institutional use only.
In Canada, this material is intended only for institutional investors that qualify as both an “accredited
investor” and a “permitted client” as defined by Canadian securities laws. This material is not intended
for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution
or use would be contrary to local law or regulation. In Hong Kong, this is issued by BlackRock
Asset Management North Asia Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures
Commission of Hong Kong. This material is for distribution to “Professional Investors” (as defined
in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571 of the laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made
under that ordinance.) and should not be relied upon by any other persons or redistributed to retail
clients in Hong Kong. In Singapore, this is issued by BlackRock (Singapore) Limited (Co. registration
no. 200010143N) for use only with institutional investors as defined in Section 4A of the Securities
and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore. In South Korea, this is issued for the exclusive use of the
recipient who warrants by receipt of this material that they are a Qualified Professional Investors.
In Taiwan, independently operated by BlackRock Investment Management (Taiwan) Limited. Address:
28/F, No. 95, Tun Hwa South Road, Section 2, Taipei 106, Taiwan. Tel: (02)23261600
In Australia and New Zealand, this is issued by BlackRock Investment Management (Australia)
Limited ABN 13 006 165 975 AFSL 230 523 (BIMAL) for the exclusive use of the recipient who warrants
by receipt of this material that they are a wholesale client and not a retail client as those terms are
defined under the Australian Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the New Zealand Financial Advisers
Act 2008 respectively. BIMAL is the issuer of financial products and acts as an investment manager in
Australia. BIMAL does not offer financial products to persons in New Zealand who are retail investors
(as that term is defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA)). This material does not
constitute or relate to such an offer. To the extent that this material does constitute or relate to such
an offer of financial products, the offer is only made to, and capable of acceptance by, persons in
New Zealand who are wholesale investors (as that term is defined in the FMCA). This material has not
been prepared specifically for Australian or New Zealand investors and may contain references to
dollar amounts which are not Australian or New Zealand dollars and financial information which are
not prepared in accordance with Australian or New Zealand law or practices. In China, this may not
be distributed to individuals resident in the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”, for such purposes,
excluding Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan) or entities registered in the PRC unless such parties have
received all the required PRC government approvals to participate in any investment or receive any
investment advisory or investment management services.
For Other Countries in APAC, this is issued for Institutional Investors only (or professional/sophisticated/
qualified investors as such term may apply in local jurisdictions) and does not constitute investment
advice or an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell in any securities, BlackRock funds or any investment
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strategy nor shall any securities be offered or sold to any person in any jurisdiction in which an offer,
solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.
For recipients in Latin America: In Latin America, for institutional investors and financial
intermediaries only. This material is for educational purposes only and does not constitute an offer
or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares of any fund or security and it is
your responsibility to inform yourself of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of your
relevant jurisdiction. If any funds are mentioned or inferred in this material, such funds have not
been registered with the securities regulators of Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Panama, Peru,
Uruguay or any other securities regulator in any Latin American country and thus, may not be publicly
offered in any such countries, except for Chile where certain funds have been registered with the
Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros for public offering and in Mexico where certain funds have
been listed on the international quotation system (Sistema Internacional de Cotizaciones, SIC) of
the Mexican Stock Exchange (Bolsa Mexicana de Valores, S.A.B. de C.V.). The securities regulators
of any country within Latin America have not confirmed the accuracy of any information contained
herein. No information discussed herein can be provided to the general public in Latin America. The
contents of this material are strictly confidential and must not be passed to any third party.
FOR INSTITUTIONAL, FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL, AND PERMITTED CLIENTS USE ONLY. THIS
MATERIAL IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED OR DISTRIBUTED TO PERSONS OTHER THAN THE RECIPIENT.
©2018 BlackRock, Inc. All rights reserved. BLACKROCK, and iSHARES, are registered trademarks of
BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those
of their respective owners.
180988T-0618
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